Hollywood
loves

Bella Thorne Little Monk, Big Love

at the
is the Emmy Award official supplier!
The ceremony was held in Los Angeles with a lot of Hollywood
products.
stars colored with

Here our testimonials at the Emmy Awards
Kristen Alphonso Days of Our Lives

Morgan Fairchild Flamingo Road

Galen Gering Days of Our Lives
Michael Emerson Lost, SAW

Edi Gathegi Twilight, New Moon

Marissa Jaret Winokur Hairspray

Sara Rue Perfetti ma non troppo

Christina Cox Defying Gravity

Colin Egglesfield Melrose Place

Len Cariou Into the Storm

Kate Linder The Young and the Restless

Deidre Hall Days of Our Lives

Hollywood loves
Found on your favorite TV shows and movies,
celebrity hairdressers on set.

is creating a style buzz with the

Hollywood hair color and color care will never be the same!

TV

Gossip Girl, One Tree Hill, Dancing with the Stars, Flash Forward, Lopez Tonight,
Let’s Dance, Eastwick, Rita Rocks, Castle, Breaking Bad, Men of a Certain Age,
The Mo’Nique Show, The Forgotten, Chuck, Rizzoli, TLC, CBS, Disney and CW.

FILM

Sex & the City 2, Twilight, The A Team, Hardboiled, Destination Home,
Due Date, B-Easy, Little Fockers, Cedar Rapids, The Mechanic, Tin Tin and Burlesque.

Sex and the City II
Hair secrets revealed!

visits the NYC Set of

Whitney Houston’s Hairdresser recommends
Celebrity hairstylist Tiffanie Dixon shares how she created the fabulous looks on Whitney
when the diva appeared on the Oprah Winfrey show.
“I styled Whitney Houston for the Oprah show with a cropped, elegant and sophisticated
bob. I achieved the sleek look by using the FHI platform flatiron and polished the look
with Pure Water Drops from
.”

Celebrity hairstylist Kimmi Hendrix speaks about our products:

With a private tour led by TV series hairstylist Betsy Reyes,
President/CEO Richard Zucckero
visited the set of the smash CW phenomenon Gossip Girl in New York City.

“Unbelievable shine and body!”

As a professional manufacturer of superior Italian made hair color and color care products,
is an on-set favorite with celebrity hairdresser Betsy Reyes, who is responsible for
creating some of the world famous Upper East Side styles of the cast.

“I had the chance to use
permanent and demi lines and I’m extremely impressed
with the richness of the color and condition of the clients hair after. Unbelievable shine and
body. My client with 80% gray and silver... we were both equally surprised at the coverage
and the beauty of the color.

spent a day on set in the hair and makeup room, while walking through the elaborate
sets created for this New York City elite cast of Gossip Girl.

Now that I’m moving to NY I refer my LA clients to have their future stylists purchase this color besides
the website. I’m very very excited to use this color on my NY clientele which is diverse but I am
confident to say in advance for the African American clients they will go nuts over this color.

Gossip Girl hairstylist Betsy Reyes will once again join forces with
by being a featured
Celebrity Guest Artist for the company’s events by re-creating looks from Gossip Girl using
products. In addition to these events, Betsy will also host several VIP Evenings with
showcasing her talents and sharing insider styling tips with fellow hairdressers in the industry.
manufactures complete professional only hair color systems supported by a line of aftercolor hair care sold world-wide and cruelty free! They have offices in Pittsburgh, PA and Italy
to house the company’s advanced training centers. Their Colorly 20/20 permanent hair color
along with the soon to be launched Aquarely IMP and delyTON Advanced hair color systems
are made of the highest quality ingredients, providing superior grey coverage and long-lasting
colors. Each color line is supported with both national and international educational programs
and training seminars by their master and award winning colorists.
, Milan Italy’s superior product detail consistently achieves unparalleled results and
complete customer satisfaction by combining State-of-the-Art Technology with over 1000 years
of Italian Artistic Perfection.

... I love this brand... really. I never thought I’d leave
my past supplier but here I am... a very loyal customer leaving
a brand that I’ve worked with for over 20 years!”
Kimmi Hendrix

in the Media!

has appeared in all these media outlets...with more to follow!

Itely Hairfashion is committed to creating an eco-friendly corporate environment as well as the use
of emerging green technologies in the production of its extensive line of environmentally friendly products.

Per un mondo migliore
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